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richard feynman is one of the greatest physicists that ever lived. he was the discoverer of the weak interaction and the partons, the quarks and gluons. he introduced the practice of using graphical diagrams to explain complex concepts. feynman was a
great teacher, and he used this book to explain to everyone what the weak interaction is and what it does. this book is a classic that everyone should read. richard p. feynman was a great physicist, and a great teacher. in his only visit to the united states, he

lectured to the entire ucla physics department, and was the first guest lecturer at berkeley. i would love to see him at mit, where he spent most of his life. he was a great scientist and a great teacher. richard p. feynman was a great physicist, and a great
teacher. in his only visit to the united states, he lectured to the entire ucla physics department, and was the first guest lecturer at berkeley. i would love to see him at mit, where he spent most of his life. one of the world's foremost authorities on quantum

mechanics, richard feynman remains one of the most popular teachers of physics in the world. with his mind-bending lectures, and famously effortless demeanor, feynman has consistently inspired and educated generations of people in nearly every country.
these lectures are the only complete course on quantum mechanics. they demonstrate in clear language how quantum mechanics works. their unique style and the diagrams that accompany them are sure to make quantum mechanics accessible to all. a

classic text that has never been out of print, yet is one of the best-selling physics texts of all time, feynman's lectures on physics are must-reads for anyone interested in basic concepts in physics, from the student to the professional. in the tradition of
feynman's other popular works, such as feynman's tips on physics, they provide the fundamentals of physics with insight and wit. these lectures are also a superb introduction to quantum mechanics, and they give a brilliant, accessible demonstration of the

power of the method of pictorial representation in physics. students of the subject are sure to find them a treasure trove, as well as teachers who wish to keep their classes exciting and their lectures dynamic.
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its unfortunate that perseus is using
the dmca to try and shut this down.
while the flp.mobi site is a bunch of
code, its also a very good site for

teaching quantum mechanics. while
the lecture notes were meant to be
accessible to a general audience,
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they are also incredibly difficult to
learn without the full feynman

lecture. in particular, the feynman
lectures are filled with example
problems that help students to

become familiar with the underlying
mathematics and the point of these

problems is to make the lectures
(and the corresponding lecture

notes) invaluable resources that
most students should have. my

understanding is that the lecture
notes are simply a collection of
problems, some of which were

intended for students, and others of
which were intended for researchers.
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it is unfortunate that there is no
community consensus on how to
make the notes available, but the

notes do provide very valuable and
interesting material. they also

provide a completely new audience
for feynmans work. as i mentioned,

the lecture notes are not all
problems. there is a substantial part

of the lectures that is directly
accessible as lecture notes. these

notes are something that the
students could have access to, since

they could use the notes to make
sure that they could grasp the main
ideas. the dmcas use of the dmca
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takes a couple of forms. first, a site
that mirrors a document is generally
covered by the dmca if it is for-profit,
if it does not have a valid license to
reproduce the work, or if it is not fair

use. in the case of the feynman
lectures, im not sure how the use fits

into any of these categories. for
example, using the diagrams of the
lectures in a book would be a clear

case of fair use. however, it would be
difficult to generate those diagrams

from the work, so this is a non-
starter. the best hope is that for-

profit publishers will be aware of the
issue and allow works like the
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feynman lectures to be made
accessible. 5ec8ef588b
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